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At the End
of the Stake

from heaven
The bird sings and has
bright plumes in
varied form

art by
Alex Wenceslao

Singin On A Bent Tooth
Well

see now
It was late when we

When there is
no city
and you feel
thrown down

There is no grown back grass
		
it is the Stamping Ground
				
of the west—
So stretched out
carnivorous and
		
fruitful
in that it is
veritable and
sweet— No
there is no cat to tango
over a puddle
of gasoline
This teething nest
this subdued
convolution
is an emblem of
passing
Only there is sand and
no hourglass

spun down to the cement center

Swingin and tilted like

two dames in a
muggy parlor
				But then
this fellow turns
and											
flattens out
all muffled
all bones
and says he’s
some ghost
on his way to the
foothills so
I laugh and say well
				
Too late 		
you lie
				
right down to your
							 scuffed heels!
		
Only the next day
there’s two
spittin seagulls
written by
in some keyed up
two-step and		
Julia Hasbrook
I don’t remember
nothin

Then again
the Hopi were once snakes
so
that the rain
might come and
I now
understand
as I have
not swayed
in the mud
for long

So I think I’ll
stay and
dance.

I’ve been learning to love the seasons:
to call them mine & bring them close to my chest,
swallow their medicine,
watch the moon’s gestation,
sit at the grave of my friend.
I am learning to love this life when it is cold.
Because Canadian geese gather here: loud, clear,
announcing as Mary said— we are all
learning to love the tender & harsh.

art by Maxine Lemuz

Because I was born on a new moon in spring,
May offered cattail pollen in return,
harvested hands through
generations, said here, plant this—
		
remember.
Because I’ve spent summers scorning sun
tag game of burn, begrudging
radiance, light heart(edness)
grown ripe on windowsills
swarmed with fruit flies.
Because he died that fall,
little geese already in the cemetery,
the one next to Costco.
So I practice loving where
we planted plastic flowers,
hollow holes in oak trees
where woodpeckers once bored.
You see, I am learning to love
change in cycles—
cliffside erosion, each house
we fill with laughter:
gardens left behind
& ones yet to bloom
teachers & friends
resting in marigolds.

Lessons in
Revolution

written by
Olivia Rose Robért

art by Natalie Cappellini

Hibernal in Deep Grey-Blue,
Op. 4 No. 1 -

Hibernal in Deep Grey-Blue,
Op. 4 No. 2 -

We are the hollow men

Alone in the back
seat again
watching humanity through
the windows

Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;
I am a hollow man;
A flesh shell and a heart
which derives spatial
understanding through feeling
and not seeing
You are the woman
With no midsection
and the chaos of
only-feelable particles
surrounding her being
You became before me
fighting crying, asking
where could you go
I know how nothing except
To offer myself to you;
To offer up this mansion
For new tenantship
But you are not wanting
Of this place;
Of this shelter

A beautiful cacophony
of movement and energy
beyond my capability
careening, interweaving
narrowly avoiding and
individually meaning
each thread, a past
unknown to me beyond
its beginning at the edge
of my sphere;
and a future unknown
to all except perhaps
God [<>]self

Hibernal in Blue,
Op. 4 No. 3 “Winter(‘s) Sun(/Son)”

Hibernal in Blue, Op. 4 No. 4 “Depression is the
Skeptical Nightmare”

On a south-eastward facing
bench, I find that I can
feel the sun and the
cold wind on my
face and neck
again

But I do not yet know clearly enough
what I am, I who am certain that I am;
I am a hollow man;
A flesh shell and a heart—
Cut me open and find
out what’s inside;
what’s else within
these illusions
Is it the infinite
void I imagine?
Or is it that same
straw of the stuffed men?
(leaning together)
Am I (certain(ly))?

I sit in the back
holding the life which was
handed to me
for safe-keeping

I imagine that body, figure, extension,
movement, and place are but the
fictions of my mind.

[...]
Between the tears
You told this mansion
“You are not home”
And it’s foundations
presently collapsed
(to ruins we go,
i suppose
Not with a bang but with a whimper.)
.
.
I watched a bird fly
away, looking just past you
to the cloudless morning

written by Yusef Rayyan
Artwork by Sherry Zeng

“it’s good to see you”
Leaves so bright.
I see them through slats.
A friend
Carrying oranges
Their blossoms,
Too.

your face
a 2x2 pixelated square

I have seen this
so many times,
The view
from here
My mother’s
bed
before
mine.
We’ve
both
slept here,
under the
same fan,

am i dreaming?
“you’re muted”

At the
same age.
My mother
is not a poet.
But I’d like to
think
She looked
at those
friends in
the morning
And smiled at
the leaves,
Too.

art by Sydney Evans

i’ve never craved the analog like this before

audio splinters into
harsh, digital twangs
voice
disconnects
from pixelated movements
of
mouth
connection
breaks
as screen glitches
into
galaxy
of
scrambled
pixels
unexpected
beauty
as the virtual world
breaks
down

GLITCHES
by Olivia Consterdine

Al's Guide to Weekend
Getaways and Spontaneous
Day Trips

Tangerine Fal ls:
Ever seen a waterfall with ocean views? Now
you can! Nestled in the rugged Cold Springs
Canyon of upper Montecito, Tangerine Falls
offers stunning views, plenty of wildlife, a
100 ft cascade, and just enough bouldering
to bring out the adventure lover in you.

written by Al Simpkins

Directions: Free parking can be found at
the trailhead on East Mountain drive where
you will hike the first .25 miles up East Fork
Trail. At the junction, cross the creek and
hike another .6 miles along the left bank.
Take a descending trail to the creek bed
when you pass a white sign on your left and
hike upstream until you reach the waterfall.
This last stretch of the hike will require
quite a bit of clambering but should be
obvious when you’ve reached the top.
Tips: With an out-and-back distance of 2.5
miles and an elevation gain of 875 ft, this
trail is rated moderate to difficult for most
so pack plenty of water and make sure to
bring a friend! Best after a decent rain.

Los Prietos Campground and Red Rock Watering Hole:

Nojoqui Fal ls:

For a pleasent weekend get-away along the Santa Ynez river, check out the numerous
campsites and swimming holes along Paradise Road! Campsites feature studded oaks
and grassy hillsides with encompassing walking trails and easy access to swimming in
the river. The most notable watering hole is called Red Rock, a relatively popular spot for
locals and students alike. Due to the impressive rock formations surrounding this bend of
the river, cliff jumping can be enjoyed at various heights based on your comfort level.

Pronounced “Naw-hoo-ee”, this local
gem boasts of another 100 ft fall at a
leisuely .8 mile walk through shaded
forestry. According to Chumash lore,
its origins trace back to a devastating
drought that was resolved when a
beautiful woman transformed herself
into this waterfall.

Directions: Take US-101 South from Isla Vista and use exit 101B towards State Street after
about 5 miles. Shortly after, make a left onto State and another left onto CA-154. After 11
miles of scenic driving up and over the surrounding mountains, take a right onto Paradise
Road. Los Prietos campground can be reached on your right after about 5 minutes. To
check out Red Rock, continue on this road until you reach the parking lot at the end. A
prominent trail on the left side of the lot will lead you to the spot after a 20 minute walk.

Directions: From Isla Vista, take
US-101 North for 21 miles until you
reach the Old Coast Highway just
North of the Gaviota tunnel. Turn right
and make another right on Alisal road.
A turn-off for Nojoqui Falls Park can
be found shortly after on your right.

Tips: Make campsite reservations a week in advance online at recreation.gov or come early
to try your luck for a walk-in site. For an easy campfire meal, roast hot dogs over the flame
and place a can of chili near the embers for a satisfying round of chili dogs!

Tips: Make a day trip out of it and
continue on your way to Solvang! Also
best after rain or during the rainy
season.
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full interview transcript
can be found here
on our website <3

by Ryan Scibetta on In The Spotlight // February 2020
R: You were talking about how it was only Western instruments that were being
able to be played back when their [Zimbabwean] songs were being suppressed.
And in this concert, you had Western instruments with the piano and the
traditional instruments that you were playing.
Was there a reason for that sort of fusion?
T: Of course, of course, my music is who I am. I wrote a paper when I was
an undergrad about the colonial encounter. It was an extension of Frantz
Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth. And there’s a chapter in his book called
On National Culture. My paper was looking at how to describe those of us
born after war, after colonial encounters and war. Because what happens
is colonialism, the act of it, this idea of stripping people of their identity and
making them fit within this mold to be little British people, in the case of
Zimbabwe. It’s something that never works, but what it does is, it’s like an
irreversible chemical reaction. And what you instead create are these hybrid
beings. I speak the way I speak because I went to a Catholic school, a private
school with mostly British teachers. This is how I’ve always spoken, even when
I was in Zimbabwe. This is not because I came to America for school. I’ve been
speaking this way since I was a child. And that’s because of the education
system that still is rooted in colonial education.
At the same time, everything you saw in the performance today, how I was
dressed, the music I was playing, the instruments I was playing, is because
that’s my identity with my family. My grandmother was a spirit medium and
we would have these ceremonies where people would come and play Mbira
and people would be possessed. And it was all grounded in tradition.
This is something that I carry within myself as a person in an almost bilingual
way. It’s like I’m culturally bilingual, but it’s not even being bilingual. It’s what
my expression of being Zimbabwean is. It’s my truth as a Zimbabwean.
I went to a convent for school. I had my piano teacher, Sister Loyola, who
started to teach me piano when I was eight years old, and she taught me
cello when I was 11. I played in the Harare Youth Orchestra. I did my theory
exams. I did all of the A.B.R.S.M., the Associated Board of the Royal Schools
of Music Exams all the way up to grade eight.

R: Sounds very brutal!
T: You know! (laughter) I probably would have been a head girl or a
prefect (laughter) like Harry Potter, you know. And at the same time,
I was in this traditional context as well. And that’s really, as I said, the
most honest expression of who I am. And so in this paper of mine,
I describe myself as almost like a hybrid being. And that everything
about me will always express the traditional and the colonial. It’s not
something I can shake, but it’s something I must acknowledge in my
work.
You know, I can’t strip one. To strip one is to remove a part of my story.
And I can’t do that, you know? And so both must live. But it’s really like
Harry Potter being a horcrux for Voldemort. Like, that is not supposed to
work. Are you a Harry Potter person?
R: Mm-hmm.
T: Good. Because otherwise I would’ve been like, what kind of life are
you living? (laughter) So you know in Harry Potter where Voldemort
tries to kill Harry Potter and by mistake, Voldemort latches a piece
of his soul to Harry Potter. And so Harry, throughout his life, can
speak Parseltongue and speak to snakes and has all these things
because a little bit of Voldemort is in him. That’s me as a post-colonial
neocolonial being. We have the traditional but something about the
colonial encounter created something it didn’t intend to create - me.
And so that’s what you see and hear in the music, that it is this story,
this traditional story, but presented within the classical idiom. I grew up
in classical music just as much as I grew up in traditional music. We
were singing Handel and Mozart at our church choir competitions in
Zimbabwe. So for me to try only to be one thing or try only to be the
other is to only tell half my story.
So that’s why these things are married in this recital. That’s why you
see the piano. That’s why you see the mbira. That’s why you hear the
specific style of vocal production. Because that’s who I am.

collage by Marlene Calderon

Greg drew OG Spanish Fly because “Chicano rap never really escapes its own
universe and more people should see these crazy a** album covers”

ARTIST SKETCHES

I asked my friends/family/co-workers/anyone
who would listen for a quick sketch of any musician,
with a single sentence explaining their choice.
This is what I received.

Maddy drew This Mortal Coil because “‘It’ll End
in Tears’ is essential”

written by Isabel Cruz

organized by sabrina vasich

-Sabrina Vasich

Nicole drew Su Tissue because “Suburban Lawns
have a song with her dog’s name in the title”

Ryan drew Blind Willie Johnson, “who
died of poverty. His music is on the
Golden Record”

Brandon drew David
Bowie because “he
was not a popstar,
film star, gangstar, or
white star”

Aidan drew Fetty Wap
because “Trap Queen is Gen
Z’s original banger”

Jhon drew Townes Van
Zandt because “he sings
from his inner side to
inspire and help people”
Emma drew Adrienne Lenker because “she is her
i’m-feeling-numb-n-would-like-to-feel-comforted
artist cuz she makes her think of her big sister
Olivia”

Sabrina drew Michael
Gira because she “likes
him and his cowboy
hats”

Shelby drew Françoise Hardy because she makes
her feel “cool and French”

Nick drew Jim Morrison because “the Lizard King
can do anything”

MINGUS IN THE MORNING

Adam drew Connie
Francis because “she is
an amazing artist”

Big Green House
makes Thomas cry

Maddy drew Parquet Courts because they “sing the words inside her brain”

BY
YUSEF RAYYAN

“MYSELF WHEN I AM REAL”
+
“GROUP DANCERS”

Apoplectic

in the mornings I am one twenty three
pounds of anger, cut up in the rind
of a bleeding grapefruit. Apple crumble

an American myth we haven’t learnt
to bake. But far back Amu’s laugh,
timeless and sincere. She stitched
skirts for headless dolls I snapped
on a bitter sunday, so delicate I hid them
when he got home. Now, an ocean away
an apartment, a home for pieces
we grabbed on the way out. We fight
overflowing trash. You could never

have raised
r aised us without her care
but still,
sti ll, I never
n ever call, and now,
in a summer far removed, I receive
memories on my doorstep,
stories stamped with your approval.
How long before I forget
that they are not mine? I am scared
of all this forgiveness, a soft gift
pushing me to look away.

Poetry by: Vidhisha Mahesh
Collage by: Natalie Cappellini

dear younger self,
art by Madeline Peng Miller
do you remember our arrival here? who we were before then?
reach down into the soft recesses of your still-forming brain. into the nerves which
they struck. where is that classroom hiding, the one in which you received a thin blue book with
a glossy cover and pretty illustrations and the characters you couldn’t understand, arranged in
vertical lines?
where hides the thick-leaded pencil you used to trace the edges, until you were better
acquainted with the drawing of the calendar than your own name?
you remember the field, don’t you? the man, leaning, two gentle
curved lines with dots? the cartoon horse? they wanted to show you
the history of these pictographic words. the little conglomerations
of lines made to fit in neat squares. I know you cannot understand,
and there is little English to help. but someday you will want to
understand. you will crave understanding. please understand now,
while it still comes easy to you.
understand who you are. why you were there. why we are
here. who you are now, before you change. understand this moment,
before you are alienated from this understanding, and must struggle to understand.
understand this: who you are cannot be eliminated. it cannot be erased.
understand this: no one will remind you but yourself. you must not let yourself forget.
remember the melons you will not be able to identify. the market stalls, their smiling faces.
remember the crabs, the smiling sun, the numbers, the words.
remember this joy within the difference, if nothing else.
dear younger self,
good luck.

reaching(back)for joy
written by Kat Yuen

My mom tells me that I didn’t want to go to Chinese school when we came to San Diego. She
tells me that she asked me, and I said no. In my third-year Chinese language class, a classmate
mentions in her introduction the classes she took as a kid, the dislike for being made to do so by
her parents. “All of my heritage students describe it like that,” our professor laughs in response.
Reminiscing on the self-hate that plagued my younger self, those first two years in southern
California, I wonder if it was a dislike for Saturday classes or for anything tied to that half of me.
Not that it’s so simple. Articulation is a skill I didn’t learn until many years after I made
that decision, and the era before I gained that ability is as difficult to describe in retrospect
as it was in the moment. My memory is not in my experiences, but in my writing of them. The
wobbly lead tracings of the illustrations, not the teacher explaining the accompanying text. The
indentations of the pencil into paper, not the pencil itself.
In college, I will learn of the habit to separate our Asian-American-ness into two parts;
into Asian-ness and American-ness. The phrase “secondary orientalism” sticks into my brain,
internalized orientalism from being educated in Western frameworks.
I remember etching it in pen, in a moment of relapsed doubt. In a split-second of
pained self-questioning: does my interest in my Chinese heritage come from heritage, or Westtaught mysticism surrounding “Eastern wisdom”? Am I giving in to the myth that the answer lies
across the Pacific, in the ancestral land and language? I always feel odd asking my family about
our culture—why do I trust a class more than my blood kin?
Isn’t who I am, enough? Isn’t the (f)act of being raised by my Chinese family, steeped
in their thought-processes and mentalities, enough? Am I learning this language—not even my
family’s language; we are a Cantonese-tongued group!—for me, or to prove something to the
voice of self-doubt which was enculturated into me? Why can’t I find joy in mere existence?
I’ve learned to find joy in my gender, my fat—cast in writing and voice enough times
if this is my body, it is worthy of love; if this is my body, and I am no girl, it must not be a girl’s
body—but joy in my ethnicity, in my culture... for that, I still need to reach.

collected by
Diana Escamilla

collage by
Emma Meches

art by Anya Adorni

art by Al Simpkins

Hibernal in Deep Grey-Blue, Op. 4 No. 1 -

We are the hollow men
Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;
I am a hollow man;
A flesh shell and a heart
which derives spatial
understanding through feeling
and not seeing
You are the woman
With no midsection
and the chaos of
only-feelable particles
surrounding her being
You became before me
fighting crying, asking
where could you go
I know how nothing except
To offer myself to you;
To offer up this mansion
For new tenantship
But you are not wanting
Of this place;
Of this shelter
[...]
Between the tears
You told this mansion
“You are not home”
And it’s foundations
presently collapsed
(to ruins we go,
i suppose
Not with a bang but with a whimper.)
.
.
I watched a bird fly
away, looking just past you
to the cloudless morning

Hibernal in Deep Grey-Blue, Op. 4 No. 2 -

Alone in the back
seat again
watching humanity through
the windows
A beautiful cacophony
of movement and energy
beyond my capability
careening, interweaving
narrowly avoiding and
individually meaning
each thread, a past
unknown to me beyond
its beginning at the edge
of my sphere;
and a future unknown
to all except perhaps
God [<>]self
I sit in the back
holding the life which was
handed to me
for safe-keeping

Hoje e Amanhã
She’s got Tolstoy on her bookshelves,
Picked up, put down, unread.
Though something about that still
keeps her swimming through my head

A residual sunset		
				
						 shining smoke
the smell of night
				
Next to the curtain
					
by the moon
Transported
					
To the edge of my discerning
					
And it’s already today
					
All of a sudden Im struck
By the immediacy of the unknown
By the constancy of change
Tomorrow is already sooner
The interruption of
sound
Lingering
Ribbiting
As if the
lagoon was
there
					

A restless, tense kind of night

				
				
				
					
					
					

Expectations we’re not sure where to set
Questions we don’t know how to avoid
The voice of the wind in the canyon
And yesterday’s thoughts left ajar
To be met by choice or
By chance

art and writing by
Michelle Dalarossa

She’s very skilled at backstroke,
always rehearsing in the shower.
Swimming through the bathroom air,
her saliva starts to sour.
There’s no lake and there’s no pool,
no water to explore.
Instead she’s housed inside my mind,
splashing towards the door.

Projections
written by
Emma Wilkins

Art by Skye Schoenhoeft

gaia
gaia sifts
sifts through
through trash
trash
and
Lemonade-berry glitters
and leaves
leaves
brighter with the rain.
the
A million dew-drops
the
upon tiny fruit stands

out, catch a ray of sunlight.
Winds keep them shifting,
their branches sway;
the storm continues despite

art by liv avarett

jewels
jewels
written by
Kat Yuen

our dry spell. Ocean withholds
any sun or rain. She’s
more fickle than the Moon,
(though it’s Her influence).
Dodder gleams abundant
orange malevolent yet
appetites are always ambivalent
in their benevolence. The
ecosystem at work, She
cries down and pours out:
our discards flow; nitrates.
Mudslides only the skin.
Plenty of beauties within
wanton natural destruction.
Just shifting, keeping as it
always will. Glitter acid-sweet.

photo by Olivia Consterdine

Art: “Strawberry Fields Forever” by Yulene Teagle-Alarcon

The Jerboa
by Sean Finch

Roads:Series 1
assembled
by
Marlene
Calderon

Long Valley, NV

Fort Rock, OR

Lockwood Valley, CA

complete landscapes
toward a horizon
and on…

Mojave National Preserve, CA

Fremont Highway, OR

Pyramid Lake, NV

text and photos by
Stephen Snyder

Hart Mountain National Antelope Refuge, OR

Carrizo Plain National Monument, CA

